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Genius proudly introduces a milestone in professional tablets - PenSketch M912A. Providing accuracy
with 5120 LPI, it is a superior advanced pen tablet for designers, artists and professionals using
Windows or Mac systems. The enlarged 9” x 12” working area is suitable for all types of productivity
and comfortable for long-time use with a palm rest around the working area. Using PenSketch M912A,
you can draw and illustrate effortlessly. For processing images, the performance is faster and more
precise.
PenSketch M912A comes with eight express keys, four on each side. The painting control zone includes
Eraser, Undo, New layer, Flip 3D switch, and the adjustment zone offers Brush size modulation and
Zoom In / Out functions.
The innovative cordless battery-free pen of PenSketch M912A features two buttons and 2048 level
pressure sensitivity. While drawing, you can control all kinds of shapes and thickness easily. The two
buttons can be programmed as the left and right mouse buttons. An ergonomic pen stand is included for
pen storage. In addition, the new battery-free scroll wheel mouse provides the convenience of using a
mouse or pen while working on your latest project.
The latest version of Adobe Photoshop Elements software is included in PenSketch M912A, making it
easy to quickly and professionally edit photos and create digital artwork. Also bundled is Corel Painter
Essentials 4, an easy-to-use home art studio for drawing and painting from scratch, and turning photos
into stunning paintings.
Bundled with the PenSketch M912A is PenDrawer software designed by Genius, which allows you to
add personal annotations or digital signatures onto your favorite photos and save to popular file formats
as JPG, TIF, BMP, etc., to share with your family and friends. Use PenSign to add your digital signature
conveniently in Microsoft Office programs Word, Excel and PowerPoint with your natural handwriting
instead of printing and scanning. Pen Toolbar is an all in one annotation software, making handwriting
notes and document signing easy.
No matter if you want to edit photos, make a drawing or create any professional art work, PenSketch
M912A will help you to accomplish these tasks. The packaging comes complete with a handle so it’s
easy to carry.
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PenSketch M912A is the best tool for artists and designers. Just ask your salesperson how you can buy
one today.

Painting control
Eraser, Undo, New layer
and Flip 3D switch
functions

4:3 and 16:10
ratio switch, also
supports wide
screen

Adjustment zone
Brush size adjustment
and zoom-in / out
functions

9” x 12”
Large Working
Area

Transparent
overlay for easy
tracing

Palm rest around
working area for
long working hours.

Fine texture
provides balanced
comfort when
working
2048 level pressure sensitivity
battery-free pen and mouse for
complete and accurate control

Ergonomic pen stand for easy
pen storage
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PenDrawer (for Windows
only)
Make personal annotations
or digital signatures on your
favorite photos.
Create unique virtual
characters.

PenSign
Add your digital
signature conveniently.

Pen ToolBar
All in one annotation software, making handwriting notes.
▼Key Features:

 9”x 12” switchable working area for wide/4:3 screen mode, with auto
mapping function when connected.
 5120 LPI accuracy and sensitivity for precise cursor control.
 2048-level pressure sensitivity for all shapes and thickness control.
 Innovative battery-free mouse and pen give you unlimited freedom.
 Eight express keys increase design efficiency.
 Ergonomic pen stand with perfect tilt design for easy storage.






PenSketch M912 tablet
Battery-free pen
Battery-free mouse
Pen stand
CD includes:
- Tablet Driver (includes electronic user’s manual)
- Adobe Photoshop Elements 9
- Corel Painter Essentials 4
- Software:
- PenDrawer (for Windows only)
- PenSign
- Pen ToolBar
 Two pen tips and Pen Tip Tweezer
 Multi-language user’s manual

Genius Developed Software
WEEE Information
Body Weight (g)
Body Size (LxWxH cm)

Windows 7/Vista/XP
Mac OS 10.4 or above
Available USB port
CD/DVD-ROM drive

Package Size (LxWxH cm)
Carton Size (LxWxH cm)
Shipping Information
PCS/CTN
CUFT/CTN
Product Number

▼Recommended Products

LuxePad 9100

ECO-u600

WideCam
1050

PenSketch M912A

PenSketch M912

9” x 12”
5120 LPI
300 PPS
2048 levels
8
±0.25 mm
Yes
Yes

9” x 12”
5120 LPI
300 PPS
2048 levels
8
±0.25 mm
Yes
Yes

Adobe Photoshop
Elements 9 / Corel
Painter Essentials 4

No

Yes

Yes

Package

Bundled Software

▼System Requirements

DX-7100

Model Name

Specifications
Active area
Resolution
Report Rate
Pen pressure
Express keys
Accuracy
Mouse
Pen stand

▼Package Contents






▼General Information

UPC code
EAN code

633

633

37.4 x 34.6 x 1.3

37.4 x 34.6 x 1.3

44.8 x 38.9 x 6.6

44.8 x 38.9 x 6.6

47 x 37.9 x 47.8

47 x 37.9 x 47.8

5
3.006
31100070101
091163 239796

5
3.006
31100036101
091163 238812

4710268 239796

4710268 238812

